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If you are looking for a way to edit videos without spending money on a video editor, you should take a look at these free video programs. These video software packages often don't compete in features that offer paid packages, but they offer you a way to learn video editing if you're just starting out. Some work on
different platforms, while others are specific to one operating system or another. Some of them are included here are web applications that you just use from your browser that will work on any platform. Openshot Video Editor is a slick free editor with lots of amazing features. It is available for Windows, Mac and Linux
and allows you to use different video formats. You can easily mix and edit your audio tracks as well as with it. This allows 3-D titles, image overlays, watermarks, video transitions, and more. You can't beat the price either, because of course it's free. track5/ Getty Images Movie Maker Online is a web app where you can
edit videos for free. Because it's a web application, it doesn't matter what operating system you have. If you have a browser, you're there. It has many good features including disappear and disappear, animation editing, creating your own animation, audio editing, cropping, and more. artursfoto/Getty Images Videopad
Video Editing Software is available for free for non-commercial use for both Windows and Mac. It supports video video transfers, 3D video editing, importing and mixing audio currents, subtitles and movie captions, storytelling, downloading on YouTube and other sites, and text linings. It also provides free sound effects, so
you can only have the right soundtrack for your video. kirill4mula/Getty Images Video Toolbox is a free web application editing software that will handle videos up to 1500MB in size. This allows you to convert video into all popular formats and analyze videos and provide detailed information when it comes to bit speed,
codec, frame rate and resolution. It can also take video directly from a webcam or other device. With it, you can crop videos, add watermarks, combine video files and create subtitles. sutiporn/Getty Images Clipchampcreate is a free web app that lets you trim, cut, remove unwanted parts from videos, flip, mirror, rotate,
and trim the area in the video. It also allows you to add audio, images, text, titles, watermarks, filters, backgrounds, and even allows you to balance colors. The bonus is that you don't need to download a file to work on it. vladwel/Getty Images VSDC Free Video Editor is free that's only available for Windows. It supports
all popular formats and comes with a variety of features including color correction, adding images and diagrams, converting objects and video filters. You can create your own special effects and edit the audio soundtrack as well. Professional. Alfadanz/Getty Images WeVideo is an easy-to-use web app with a simple
interface. They offer a variety of paid plans, but the free plan is terrific if you just create something once in a while. The downside is that you don't get a lot of features and you get WeVideo branding on video, but if you're looking for something to do basic editing, it works well. gorodenkoff /Getty Images iMovie for Mac and
those devices running iOS and provides a surprisingly powerful but simple interface for video editing. It offers some really cool features such as the image on the picture and the split screen. With an impressive, studio quality title, ten creative filters, sound effects, music, and the ability to offer voice acting, it can become
your favorite software. TarikVision/Getty Images Online Video Cutter is a web app that takes videos up to 500MB. It takes all popular formats and allows you to cut, harvest, trim, and rotate videos. You can edit it directly in the browser or download it using Google Drive. While there isn't much in-depth editing with this
app, it provides an easy-to-use interface for quick editing. philipimage/Getty Images This is just a handful of the best video editing software. Apps in the Windows Store include Animotica Video Editor, Video Editor Master, Movie Creator: Free Video, Video Trimmer and Cutter Video Editor, Video Editor and Film
Producer, and Free Movie Maker and Video Editor. Each one has good qualities worth exploring if you have the time. TarikVision/Getty Images What is the best video editing software you can download today? It largely depends on what you want to use it for, and your skill level and experience. For example, the right
software for a filmmaker with a powerful Mac won't be the same as the best video editing software for a new YouTuber novice wanting to edit footage on your smartphone. So in this guide, we bring you a selection of high quality software for different situations, and give you the knowledge you need to solve what's best
for you. We'll go through every piece of video editing software, one by one, and explain what it does, what hardware you need to run it, how much it costs and whether it requires a subscription, the pros and cons of buying it, and any other information you need to make your choice. The good news is that the days when
you had to invest a serious amount of money in order to edit a video are now long gone: even the most expensive options in this article are usually affordable. However, if you don't have At all, then don't despair: scroll down the post and you'll find the best free video editing software too. And even these zero cost tools
boast surprisingly sophisticated video editing features. In short, whether you're using one of the best laptops for video editing or just working on your phone, and whether you're a beginner or a veteran of the industry, the industry, Find the tools here to make your life easier and your workflow faster. So read on to discover
the best video editing software for Windows, Mac, Android and iOS available today. And be sure to check out our guide to the best video editing headphones too. Today, the best video editing services1. Premiere Pro: The best video editing software in general When it comes to better video editing software, you can't get
better than the leading Adobe Premiere Pro tool. Available for both Windows users and Mac users, this quality software has everything you need to create a really show-stopping video. See Deal2. Final Cut Pro X: The best choice for Mac users If you're an Apple fan, Final Cut Pro is the video editing software for you.
Coming in a very close second to the quality and feature-rich toolset premiere, The Final Cut Pro will have you editing a video like a professional in no time. See Deal3. Adobe Premiere Elements: The best options for beginners If you're new to video editing, you won't find better, let alone much more affordable than its big
brother, version of the software. Adobe Premiere Elements has everything you need to get started, without a steep learning curve and regular monthly expenses. See DealThe best video editing software in full: Paid for Adbe Premiere Pro is one of two packages of video editing software used by the best professionals, on
everything from YouTube videos and commercials to TV shows or blockbusters. The other is Final Cut Pro, second on our list. So how do you choose between them? This will depend on a number of factors, but the first and most obvious is that Final Cut Pro is only available for Mac. So if you're a Windows professional,
we can safely say that Premiere Pro is the best video editing software for your needs. Another factor that can be kept in mind is that Premiere Pro is part of Adobe Creative Cloud, and interacts seamlessly with everything from Adobe After Effects motion graphics tool to Adobe Stock, from which you can import stock
video, stock audio, and stock image. So if Creative Cloud is already part of your workflow, then this is another very good reason to choose Premiere Pro.That said even if you're a Mac user with no interest in Creative Cloud, Premiere Pro is still worth considering. It is widely used up and down the industry for all the
common video editing tasks required for Broadcast quality, high-definition video, and supports 4K, 8K and VR formats. Its pruning and editing tools give you a high degree of precision and control; You can work on an uncapped number of video tracks that can be imported from just about any source you can think of;
automatic synchronization makes it easier to process polygonal images. There are customizable shortcuts to do for a quick workflow, and there are great options for remote team sharing too. The Latest (14.4) has some nifty new features too. The software can now automatically detect and add edits where the cuts occur
in the video. Also, you can now use a proxy when exporting if you want a quick export that doesn't require full media permission. Since Premiere Pro is part of the subscription service, you'll get updates like this every month automatically: you won't have to pay any extra. You can only subscribe to Premiere Pro, but if you
use multiple Adobe apps, you'll save money altogether by subscribing to Creative Cloud. Need more information? Check out our in-depth review of Adobe Premiere Pro and our explanation for the Premiere Pro.Download Adobe Premiere Pro CCPlatform: Mac Key Features: Muti Camera Editing, Intelligent Color
Balancing Free Trial: 90-Day (Limited Time Offer) Best For: Video Editing Professionals, Video Editing studentsVersatile and powerful EditingBrilliantMakes interface make sense to AppleExpensive usersAs we mentioned above, it's hard to say that Final Cut Pro X is better than the whole Premiere Pro, or vice versa,
because they are both respected tools used throughout the industry. However, there are some obvious differences between the two to help you choose, and one of them is the fact that Final Cut Pro X is subscription free. So if you're a Mac user (note: there's no Windows version) and don't like the idea of an endless
Creative Cloud subscription, then Final Cut Pro X allows you to pay once, and only once. Optimized for Mac, Final Cut Pro X deftly coordinates with relevant parts of the Apple ecosystem, such as your photos or iTunes collections. It also has the advantage of being relatively easy to use, despite being packed with pro-
level features. Of these, we particularly like innovative magnetic chronicles, grouping tools, a range of effects, organizational functions, and an easy way to add and edit sound. Plus in the latest version, released in August, clips can now be automatically analyzed for dominant movement and reasonably cropped with
Smart Conform to convert them into square, vertical, or any other video size; a handy addition for those exporting to social platforms. Still unsure about Final Cut Pro X? Then the good news is that you have plenty of time to play with it before committing any cash: there is now a generous 90-day trial period. Meanwhile, if
you need more help in choosing between these two best tools, then read our in-depth guide Premiere Pro vs. Final Cut Pro for more information. Platform: Windows and Mac Key Features: Video Stabilization, Face Detection, Automatic Motion Tracking Free Trial: Yes Best For: Video Editing Beginners and Easy
Enthusiasts Use Download FeaturesUn't As Powerful as Some ToolsUn the Fastest Maybe you're not a professional, and don't have the ambition to become one, but just want to edit some videos for fun, such as like footage or your own not-too-serious YouTube channel. Or maybe you have the thought of being a
professional one day, but want some easy-to-use video editing software to get you started? For these purposes, Adobe Premiere Elements is an excellent choice. It's not as hard as Premiere Pro, the number one on our list, so the interface will look less scary for a beginner, and your learning curve will be a lot easier. But
it's still packed with powerful features such as facial detection, sound effects and complete soundtracks. You get all the video effects you expect in the consumer video editor: transitions, chrome key, opacity, and so on. The approach to video editing is very simple and visual. In addition, intelligent search features, video
stabilization options, and automated features such as motion tracking and intelligent toning help speed up the workflow. One thing we particularly wanted in the latest (2020) release is the attractive ability to replace static skies with moving ones into frames. Premiere Elements is not part of Creative Cloud, but is available
for a one-off fee. For more information, check out our Premiere Elements review. Download Premiere Elements from Adobe (Image credit: Adobe)There's another piece of Adobe video editing software to consider: an app for iOS and Android called Premiere Rush. This relatively new cross-platform app makes all the best
Premiere Pro bits available on your tablet or phone. One of the best video editing apps around, Premiere Rush has a simplified version of the Premiere Pro interface, with large icons and panels that are easier to tap on a small touchscreen. You can edit four video tracks and three audio tracks. And while there are fewer
features than their desktop cousins, all the basics are available, such as adding video to the timeline through drag-and-drop, and mixing in background music. The Rush premiere can be used as an add-on to Premiere Pro. For example, a video editing specialist on a train might want to do more work on some of the
footage they previously worked on in Pro on their desktop. However, Premiere Rush can also be used entirely independently by a casual user wanting to do a few simple video editings. This is especially useful for those involved in social videos, with export options optimized for Snapchat, Instagram, Facebook, Twitter,
Vimeo and more. Premiere Rush is part of a Creative Cloud subscription, or you can subscribe to Premiere Rush alone. In addition, there is a free starter plan that includes 2GB of cloud storage, unlimited free exports to premiere Rush mobile phone and up to three exportable projects on the Premiere Rush desktop. This
zero-cost commitment makes it one of the best video editing programs for YouTube.Download Adobe Premiere RushAdobe can dominate the top half of our list, but if you're a beginner who To get started with video editing software there are many other options to choose from. So it's worth checking out Corel
VideoStudio Ultimate, especially if you're already familiar with Corel's illustration and graphic design software. This very capable tool has a wonderful, very visual interface that makes it easy to get started with video editing, while there are some powerful features to discover once you have mastered the basics. These
include motion tracking, 4K support, 360-degree VR video support, music library, multi-camera support, 3D text editing and thousands of effects. All this makes this tool very good value for a relatively low price. Download Corel VideoStudio (Image credit: Wondershare)Wondershare in Filmora9 is a strong video editing
tool for enthusiasts, or those just starting out with editing. The intuitive interface should make it easy to get started with, and there are built-in titles, effects and filters designed for beginner YouTubers. There's also a library of royalty-free sound effects and music to give your video an impact - plus the ability to record your
own media to include, directly into the instrument. If you use the tool professionally, you'll probably want to opt for a more advanced FilmoraPro - explore the differences between the two tools here. Price-wise, there are several different options to choose from. If you're just starting out, the free version includes all the
same features and tools as a paid tool, but all your videos will have a brand of watermark on them. You can then choose between a year-long event, and a lifetime plan for a one-time fee. Finally, there's the Supercharged Unlimited Plan, which throws in unlimited downloads from the stock library and new effects each
month. Platform: Windows Key Features: Multi-camera editing, 360-degree video tracking (and downloads more) Free trial: 30-day Best for: Experienced FilmmakersReal powerful toolTherdening featuresDively affordable For beginnersCyberLink PowerDirector is a serious bit of software for serious video editors: it's
excellent video editing software that provides professional and high-quality features. Get cracked on 100-track deadlines and you'll soon find yourself making the most of a set of stabilisation and video correction tools, professional effects, multi-camera editing, motion tracking and surprisingly easy pruning. There's 360-
degree video editing as well, along with support for all the file standards and formats you can imagine. And You find it all a bit of a struggle, then there are a lot of video tutorials to help you sort. Download CyberLink PowerDirectorGoing for Pinnacle Studio is worth considering if you've never edited a video before and



want to delve into it for the first time. It's cheaper than most paid tools on this list and you you always bail out if you find within the first 30 days if it's just not for you. But to be honest, we'd be surprised if you needed to. For your money you get more than 1500 effects, titles and templates, six-track HD video editing, handy
coloring tools, special stop-motion features, time rearming and more. And most features are an absolute doddle to use. So it feels like a genuine step up from free options without splashing stupid amounts of cash. It doesn't have the full feature set that some others on this list offer, but that's not what Pinnacle Studio is all
about. (image credit: Vimeo) Platform: Browser, iOS, Android Key Features: Patterns, Stock Content, Intuitive Interface Free Trial: 30 Days Best For: BeginnersExcellent TemplatesLots Stock ContentLimited Use casesRequires membershipAfter acquisition of short form video editor Magisto in 2019, in February this year
Vimeo began Vimeo Create, a new app aimed at businesses wanting to produce professionally promising social media. Those with no experience in video editing software can use and customize pre-prepared video templates, with millions of stock videos, photos and commercially licensed music tracks available for free.
The tool also simplifies the production of video for different aspects (e.g. square, horizontal and vertical) according to different social platforms. Note, however, that this is not a standalone app, but is available as part of vimeo Pro, Business and Premium membership plans. Best free video editing software View for free
video editing software? In most cases, you're not going to get the range of features that you'd have with paid software, but the free tools we listed below are surprisingly capable. In the case of Lightworks, for example, the main limitation is the output format, but VSDC and the amazing DaVinci Resolve allow you to export
your creations in a wide range of formats. The range and power features available in this free video editing software are wonderful; If you have talent there is nothing to stop you putting together a technically executed production. Also, if you have simple needs and just want easy-to-use software that is between Windows
Movie Maker and top-end professional package, we have you covered here too. (Image credit: Platform: Android, iOS Key Features: Instant Preview, Intelligent Effects Free Trial: Free App Best For: Beginners and Easy Professional UseSurprisingly Rich FeaturesGo Enough for ProfessionalsWidely Used and
PopularSlow on the Lower Ends of DevicesIf You Think You're Trying to Edit Video on Your Smartphone or Tablet is a pointless exercise, KineMaster will make you think again. Available for Android, iPhone and and we would describe this option as the best video editing software for Android (free or paid) because it goes
far beyond what you would expect from a mobile app. It packs the ability to edit multiple layers, add handwriting and text annotations, experiment with up to four audio tracks and accurately edit at frame level and frame subs. We could continue with a long list of features, but perhaps the best endorsement is the average
score review on both the App Store and Google Play. Also, it's free, so it's probably worth just downloading this video editing app and give it a try. Download KineMaster for AndroidDownload KineMaster for iPhone or iPadPlatform: Windows, Mac, Linux Key Features: Excellent Color Correction, Fairlight Sound Tools
Compatible with Fairlight Consoles, Multiplayer Collaboration Best For: Professionals and EnthusiastsAdmenerative Color CorrectionPower Audio Post ProductionGood for Collaborative Work More Suitable for Finishing FootageDaVinci Resolve It has a particularly powerful color correction and audio capability, so if it's a
priority, then this could be the software for you. Along with traditional color features such as curve editors and primary colored wheels, there is also facial recognition and tracking, so you can adjust the skin tones, eye color and lips. For audio, DaVinci Resolve uses Fairlight, a suite of high-quality editing tools that allow
you to mix and master up to 1,000 channels. Surprisingly, this software is available with almost all the features present in the free version. If you're looking for the best free video editing software for Windows or Mac, this could be it. Lightworks is another professional video editing suite that has been used on major
Hollywood productions including Shutter Island, Pulp Fiction, 28 Days Later, The Wolf of Wall Street and Mission Impossible. So it's interesting that there is a free version that makes it available to everyone. Surprisingly, in the free version you get almost all the features. The main limitation for the free version of the
license is the output format - you can only export a web compatible file at 720p. If you want to export multiple projects to another format quite cheaply, you can buy a one month license for a relatively small fee. Lightworks is undoubtedly one of the best free video editing programs for Windows 10. The superbly designed
timeline provides a high degree of control, so you can and mix your audio and video clips exactly the way you want them. It's a powerful piece of kit for freebies, handling video capture and advanced editing with ease. On the other hand, since it's a slimming version of the professional set, you may find that the interface
isn't the easiest to navigate. But there are a lot of good tutorial videos to help you get you and and - and you don't have to pay a dime, as long as your projects are non-profit. Platform: Windows Key Features: Supports a wide range of file formats, built-in DVD burner, tool chart, video stabilizer Best for: Enthusiasts and
starteersPlenty special effectsLarge range of weekend formatsWork well with GoPro footageMore suitable for presentations If you make a presentation and want to add text, strings, diagrams and other special effects to it, VSDC is a free software for editing. It includes Instagram-style filters, lots of special effects including
color correction and blurring, and there's a mask tool, so you can apply the effects to the video part (to darken the face, for example). There's also a video stabilizer to help remove the camera shake from footage made with GoPros or drones, as well as a powerful chart tool to add graphs to presentations. The free
version of VSDC will be exported in a variety of formats, including AVI and MPG. If you're not sure about the formats, you can even adapt the output so that it works well on certain playback devices. It supports most video formats, so you shouldn't have any problems importing clips, and there's a built-in DVD burner.
Platform: Windows, Mac Highlights: More than 180 visual effects; 2D and 3D composition effects; Export MP4 H.264; A good assortment of import formats is best suited for: Professionals and enthusiastsGreat community and training 3D compositingTricky download processPowerful computer requiredNo a list of the best
free video editing programs will be complete without mentioning Hitfilm Express. It's capable of producing feature films or music videos with 3D effects, but it's also good for creating videos for YouTube because it's built into direct downloads. The free version of Hitfilm Express contains everything you need to produce
professional quality, but in some cases you'll benefit from expanding your capabilities by buying some additional features. Additional packages start at about $7/6, so you can only pay for the features you need and adapt the software to your needs at a reasonable price. Platform: Windows, Linux, Mac Key features:
support for a wide range of formats; Comprehensive video and audio editing Supports 4K permissions Uses FFmpeg Best suited for: EnthusiastsLots Filters and EffectsCustomisable, intuitive interfaceGreat file format supportNo good for more advanced projectsShotcut is a tool for you if you have outgrown Movie Maker
and want to move to the next level, but do not need the complexity of some other packages in this Its interface is simple and accessible, and you can even customize it to fit your needs through the docking and undocking panels. It supports a huge range of formats, so you're unlikely to be in trouble in this department.
Finally, there is a rich range of filters and a fairly advanced advanced effects that are easy to manage and apply. This is one of the best free video editors that will do whatever you need for most projects. Platform: Mac Essential Features: 4K Resolution Support; Effects and Filters Best For: EnthusiastsEasy do something
polished For audioAlready on your ComputerMac-only We couldn't finish this list without at least mentioning Apple iMovie, a classic free video editing software for Mac. If you own a Mac, the program should already be pre-loaded on your car. But if you're a fan of editing, it shouldn't be overlooked - bloatware, it's not. So
what results can Apple iMovie achieve? Well, the results are the right word, like the finish and shine you get from iMovie made the video much better than you'd expect from a freebie. It's really easy to make your shots sing and you'll be surprised at how fast and just it's knocking together a polished look (and sounding)
edit. If your laptop of choice is the recent MacBook Pro, then this is one of the programs that has fully functioning Touch Bar support. We'd like to see support for 360-degree video and multi-camera editing added to future iterations, but otherwise Apple iMovie remains a strong contender for the title of best free video
editing software. (Image credit: Apple) Platform: iPhone, iPad Key features: Signatures, headlines, stickers, filters Best for: BeginnersEasy useFun featuresPretty basiciOS only If you just want to shoot and edit random videos to share on social networks using iPhone or iPad, then most of the video editing software in this
list will seem redundant. In contrast, if you're looking for a tool that's super-fast and easy to use, we recommend Apple Clips. This nifty little app lets you add stickers, titles, captions, soundtracks and filters for videos that you import from the Roll camera or just record there and then. Free to download from the App Store,
clips recently received some interesting new features from Apple, including a duplicate button to make copies of your clips, and a Split Button to divide the clip into two sections. Related articles: articles: best video editing software for android free. best photo editing software for android free download. best video editing
software for android free download. best free video editing software for android without watermark. best free photo editing software for android. best photo editing software for android mobile free download. best free audio editing software for android
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